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Robert B. Fiske's generosity
aids graduates, government
"Synergy" is a word that Robert B. Fiske
Jr., '55, uses often when he talks of the
complementary nature of private and
public practice. A senior member of Davis
Polk &: Wardwell's Litigation Department
in New York, Fiske has spent more than
40 years moving between the private and
public aisles. He knows well that public
and private legal work are the fraternal
twins of the legal profession.
Either his private or public career would
be the envy of any lawyer. He's done both
with great success - representing high
profile clients like General Electric, Exxon,
Clark Clifford, and others, as well as
serving as an Assistant U.S. Attorney, U.S.
Attorney, Independent Counsel, and, more
recently, a member of the commission
headed by Judge William Webster to
review the FBI's internal security
procedures in the wake of the Robert
Hanssen spy case.
"It energizes you to move between the
private and public spheres," Fiske says,
leading up to the use of his favorite word:
"There's a synergy between them - and
this is something I talk about to law
students all the time. The experiences I had
in private practice made me do a better job
in the government positions. Conversely,
the experiences I had in public service
significantly enhanced my private practice."
In fact, he recalls, he just had completed
four years as U.S. Attorney for the
Southern District of New York when he
was called on for his successful defense of

Babcock and Wilcox against General Public
Utilities in the $4 billion suit that grew out
of the Three Mile Island nuclear plant
accident in 1979. After considering several
attorneys, Babcock and Wilcox settled on
him, Fiske explained. "They said, well, he
seems to have a pretty good track record as
a U.S. Attorney."
"On a broader basis, I think it's very
helpful for people in government to have
had the benefit of experience in the private
sector. It gives them a deeper, more
rounded experience and enables them to
make more balanced judgments."
Talking about the Michigan Law School
and his time in public service, Fiske says,
"These are two of the things that have
meant the most to me in my career."
In recognition of these influences, Fiske
has given the Law School a gift of $2
million to establish an endowment to
support three Law School graduates each
year who want to go into government legal
work. Each Robert B. Fiske Jr Fellow will
receive a $5,000 first-year stipend and, for
three years, debt repayment assistance on
the full amount of all college and law
school educational loans.
"The rising costs of legal education
make it more difficult for today's graduates
to enter government service," Fiske says,
and he hopes his gift will help them take
such posts. "My endowment basically
addresses the financial considerations," he
explained. "I think it is harder today for
people because they have loans that put
them in a more difficult position than it
was for a lot of us 30-40 years ago."

Fiske said he had been considering his
gift for some time, but believes it is made
more significant by the terrorist attacks of
September 11. "This benefits both the Law
School and the government," he noted. "It
will give Michigan Law School graduates
the opportunity to have a public service
experience that otherwise they might not
have been able to afford. It also will give
the government a continuing flow of
highly-talented and highly-motivated
young lawyers."
Fiske points out that it is an advantage
for someone who is going to do public
service to do it early. If you get early public
service in government, that often provides
the basis from which you can come back
later in a higher, more responsible
position.
That's how it was for him, he explained.
"Very early in my career, I was an Assistant
U.S. Attorney [for the Southern District of
New York]; if I hadn't had that experience
I wouldn't have later been named U.S.
Attorney, or Independent Counsel."
Law School Dean Jeffrey S. Lehman, '81,
praised Fiske's role in helping Law School
graduates to enter government service.
"Bob Fiske personifies the ideal of a lawyer
as a public servant, both through his
government service and in service to the
legal profession," Lehman said.
Continued on page 34
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Continued from page 33

The three Fiske

Fellowship redpients are ...
Steven Y. Bressler, '01, who will be working at the U.S. Department of Justice, Civil Division, Federal
Programs Branch. Bressler will be an Attorney General's Honors Program Trial Attorney. He will defend
U.S. government programs from constitutional and other civil challenges as lead counsel at trial and
occasionally on appeal.
Undergraduate Degree: Oberlin College, B.A. in Economics
Judicial Clerkship: With the Hon. Norma L. Shapiro, U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, 2001-2002 term.
Comment: "Sometimes, I am sure I will find myself defending the government when my personal politics
would have me at the plaintiffs' table. But I believe in government, and so I believe the government will be
a very worthwhile client to represent. Through government we may act collectively to change the world,
protect the poor, guarantee civil rights and a living wage (or, as many argue, the opportunity to grow your
business freely), and channel power in favor of those who are otherwise powerless. It is through
government that we may try, at least, to make cities, our nation, and the world better."

Bethany Buck Hauser, 3L, who will be working with the U.S. Department of Justice Tax Division. She
will serve as an appellate or civil trial attorney, depending on staffing needs.
Undergraduate Degree: Carleton College, B.A. magna cum laude in English
Comment: "In the end, every program that relies on government spending depends on the government's
ability to collect taxes. Perhaps more importantly, many of the values of our society are written into the tax
code. From tax code provisions that aim at redistributing wealth, to those which reward aparticular type of
economic behavior - whether charitable giving, investment in military weapons research, or offering
pension benefits to employees - to those provisions which aim merely at keeping the tax code from
distorting economic activity by driving corporate decision-making, the sensible application of that provision
depends upon the intelligent enforcement and interpretation of the code. ...
"It may sound strange to be so enthusiastic about it, because, well, it's taxes. But to me it's an
opportunity to work on big, complicated, important cases that come out right only because some of the
best legal minds out there are working on both sides of the problem."

Raja Raghunath, 3L, plans to work with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) as a field attorney.
His duties will include investigating petitions concerning the representation of employees; conducting
hearings under the National Labor Relations Act and the Fair Labor Standards Act; investigating charges
of unfair labor practices; appearing as counsel in NLRB hearings and litigation; and involvement in "all
necessary legal services."
Undergraduate: Duke University, B.A. in Public Policy Studies and English
Comment: "I am committed to working in the field of labor law and for the enforcement of labor rights
domestically, and I eventually plan to apply that work experience to the enforcement of labor standards
internationally in the context of international trade law and regulation.
"I have always been interested in social justice, and am committed to working for its achievement both in the
country of my birth and internationally. I chose law school so that I could learn the skills necessary to
further my policy-making abilities, and to discover the specific ways in which I could best direct my energies
into the areas of greatest interest to me. I have come to regard labor law, and more broadly the enforcement
of labor rights on adomestic and global scale, as such aprecise area of interest and commitment."
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Benefactor Robert B. Fiske Jr. , '55, seated at
center, poses with the first Fiske Fellows and
alternates prior to dining together in Ann Arbor
in March. Next to Fiske are Frank Karabetsos
and Bethany Buck Hauser. Standing behind
them are, from left, Steven Y. Bressler, Raja
Raghunath, and Jon C. Lewis Clark.

Two alternates also were selected. They are ...
Frank Karabetsos, 3L, who plans to work in the executive branch of the federal government
Graduate and Undergraduate Degrees: M.A. in International Relations, University of Chicago; B.A. in
Philosophy and English Literature, University of Michigan
Legal Clerkships: Clerk to the Hon. Edward A. Quinnell, 25th Judicial Circuit, Marquette, Michigan; law
clerk with International Law Commission of the United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland; and law clerk with the
Public Defender Service for the District of Columbia, Washington, D.C.
Comment: "Though the United States comprises one sovereign nation among many, globalization
increasingly connects us within the larger web of the international community. We must employ our political,
economic, and technological power to deter and prevent terrorism and aggression, while encouraging
international cooperation, democracy, and freedom. In essence, we need leaders in our government to fulfill
our nation's responsibility to lead the international community. ...
"Though public service work exacts financial sacrifices, I made the decision long ago to embark on such a
career. My education and three legal clerkships in public service institutions have prepared me tor this
journey. The challenge of working on exciting and important issues, serving my country with honor and
distinction, and striving to achieve a better life for all our citizens offers rewards money cannot buy."

Jon C. Lewis Clark, 3L, (dual J.D./M.P.P. degree) will be an Assistant Corporation Counsel within the
Legal Counsel Division of the New York City Law Department. The division responds to requests for legal
advice from elected officials and city agencies, drafts state and local legislation proposed by the mayor and
city agencies, and reviews rules proposed by city agencies.
Undergraduate Degree: Dartmouth College, B.A. in Government with minor in Sociology
Comment: "Over the past six years, I have spent much of my time working and learning from lawyers and
judges about ways in which I can devote my lite to the community through public service. In our discussions,
many of these professionals belabor the lack of members of the legal community willing to make the
necessary sacrifices. Having listened, and hopefully learned from their years of experience, I have decided that
helping the community is something I should do with my own lite.
"I am pursuing a legal career in public service because I believe that only through such a career can I begin to
point my life down this principled path. I now have the opportunity to reach back and strengthen the
foundation of my community and other communities in need so that others may raise themselves up as well."
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A designer election
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Whatever democracy might mean in
Moscow, autocracy is alive and well in
Bashkortostan, an internal republic in
central Russia roughly the size of
France. President Murtaza Rakhimov
has ruled the republic since the Soviet
era. But in 1998, Rakhimov faced a
potentially serious election challenge.
How to ensure victory7
Being a sophisticated autocrat,
Rakhimov knew that crude ballot
stuffing just wouldn't do. He began by
personally appointing half of the
electoral commission that oversaw the
race. Next he drove away potential
adversaries. Competitors' campaign
workers were threatened and
independent journalists beaten, their
print-runs confiscated. Newspapers,
radio and television were Rakhimov's
exclusive realm. He even controlled the
skies: the republic's official airline
distributed his campaign literature inflight from Moscow. Rakhimov fulfilled
the constitutional requirement for
contested elections by ordering his
Minister of Forestry to oppose him.
On election day in Bashkortostan the
voting process was squeaky clean. After
all, everything was decided weeks
earlier. In an interview with the
chairman of the election commission, I
posed a hypothetical about one
erstwhile opponent, Aleksander Arinin,
a man with democratic credentials
whose candidacy was registered and
then revoked three successive times
during the campaign. What would
happen to an absentee ballot cast for
him a fortnight before election day
(when he was a registered candidate)?
Without pausing to think, the chairman
replied that such a vote was impossible:
no ballots had ever been printed with
Arinin's name on them. Somehow, the
authorities already seemed to know that
it wouldn't really matter.
To no one's surprise, Rakhimov won
with over 70 percent of the vote. It was
little consolation that "Against All
Candidates" took second place, beating
the hapless Minister of Forestry by
eight points. After all, the minister had
joked with reporters at a polling station
on election day, what made them so
sure he was voting for himself?

-Jeffrey Kahn
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Think back for a moment to those
heady days: the Berlin Wall coming
down. The Soviet "satellite" ring
unlinking. Former dissidents like
playwright Vaclav Havel coming to
power. Mikhail Gorbachev beginning
a revolution that would eventually
lead to the collapse of the Soviet
Union ... and the end of the cold war.
These are the kinds of events that
ignited Jeffrey Kahn's curiosity about
Russia and things Russian. It's a fascination
that has shaped his undergraduate,
masters, doctoral, and, since 1999, his
legal studies. Today he is a third-year law
student about to graduate and also the
author of a pioneering book on the Russian
Federation to be published this spring by
Oxford University Press.
Kahn's book, Federalism, Democratization,
and the Rule of Law in Russia, already is
drawing pre-publication praise from
experts in the field. "I have not seen a
better account, or a more perceptive one,
in any language," William E. Butler, a
renowned expert on Russian law who
teaches at the University of London, says of
Kahn's account of the collapse of the Soviet
Union and the post-Soviet period.
In an evaluation for the June 2002
"Book Review" issue of the Michigan Law
Review, Butler writes: "Dr. Jeffrey Kahn's
admirable and thoroughly researched study
offers invaluable materials and insights on
what has been transpiring in the world of
Russian federalism (and beyond) from the
earliest Soviet days to the present, with
particular emphasis and depth on the postsoviet decade .... Kahn's study is the best
and most thoughtful account of the early
experience."
Writing the book demanded a rigorous
time-share with his legal studies, Kahn
confesses. But his legal studies also
deepened his understanding of the trials
and evolution of the Russian Federation.
Professors Daniel Halberstam, Sallyanne
Payton, Brian Simpson, Eric Stein, '42, and
others at the Law School and University
offered him advice and support in the final
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journals. He has a chapter, "What is the
stages of the manuscript. He also likes to
New Russian Federalism?" in (Archie
joke that his book's acknowledgments are
Brown, ed.) Contemporary Russian Politics: A
probably the first in an Oxford-published
Reader (Oxford University Press, 2001).
book to be datelined Muskegon, Michigan,
His analysis of Russian President Vladimir
his hometown.
"What an exciting place," he said of the
Putin's federal reforms appeared in
new Russia. "After spending my entire
· February in Radio Free Europe/Radio
secondary school education in the height
Liberty's Russian Federation Report, and this
of the cold war, just as I was becoming
spring his note on Russia and the
politically aware, everything was suddenly
European Court of Human Rights will be
changing." He knew then that he wanted
published by the Michiganjoumal of Law
to follow where the end of the Soviet
Reform.
Union left off.
Kahn's forthcoming book began with
So Kahn headed for Yale, where he
"an undergraduate thesis I wrote at Yale in
studied Russian and made the first of many
1993 on conceptions of sovereignty at play
research trips to Russia - to the
in the politics of building the new Russia,"
consternation of family and friends anxious
he explains in his acknowledgments. "As I
about Russia's often violent politics and
worked, Boris Yeltsin's conflict with the
rising crime. But, he reminds you, these
Russian parliament grew increasingly
were the days when Boris Yeltsin "came to
intense, ultimately culminating in a tank
power standing on a tank." Of course, at
attack against the Russian White House,
that time, Yeltsin was still a symbol of hope
where the parliament was headquartered."
in democracy, never before experienced in
The Russian experiment in federalism is
Russian history.
an ongoing one, Kahn says. For example,
From Yale, Kahn went to St. Antony's
by the time he had entered the Law School
College at Oxford University, where he
and begun adapting his dissertation into a
earned a masters (with distinction) and a
book, Putin had proclaimed that he would
doctorate before entering law school. His
create a "dictatorship of law" in Russia.
doctoral dissertation, "A Federal Facade:
Kahn delved into the Law Library's
Problems in the Development of Russian
extensive Russian law collection to write a
Federalism," won the Hodgson Martin
new chapter to analyze these changes.
Prize for Best Dissertation in the Centre for
Today's Russian Federation, just as the
Russian & Eastern European Studies at
U.S.S.R. before it, is an astonishingly varied
Oxford.
country, Kahn explains. In some ways the
During this time he did research and
Russian Federation is even more complex
traveled widely in the Russian Federation than its predecessor U.S.S.R., he notes.
"As far east as Yakutsk, six time zones from
"During the cold war, few scholars were
Moscow, and as far south as Elista, in the
permitted to study or travel outside of
North Caucasus" he notes - and talked
Moscow or Leningrad, but the Russian
with scores of government leaders and
Federation has 89 constituent units,
citizens, including the presidents of
including 21 so-called republics based on
Tatarstan and Kalmykia. After enrolling at
non-Russian ethnic groups within the
the Law School, he has three times been
Federation. From the point of view of
asked by the London-based AIRE Centre to
comparative politics and law, Russia has a
help organize and lecture at the Council of
great deal to offer."
Europe's summer school in Moscow for
"The Russian Federation as we know it
Russian human rights lawyers. Following a
today was built in the rubble of the Soviet
federal clerkship in New York after
empire," he says. "I decided early on that
graduation, Kahn would like to combine
whether the Russian Federation would
his interest in Russia and comparative law
hold together or break apart would largely
in government or academia.
depend on these ethnic republics." Kahn's
He has also delivered lectures on
book is a study of the validity of that
Russian politics in the United States,
prediction.
Britain, Russia, and Finland, and published
articles on Russian federalism in several
(Go to next page for an
excerpt from Kahn's book.)
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Federalism and the
Russian Federation
The fallowing excerpt is from Federalism, Democratization, and the Rule of Law in Russia
(forthcoming 2002, Oxford University Press), by third-year law student Jeffrey Kahn.

This excerpt appears with permission. Footnotes and citations have been omitted.

By Jeffrey Kahn

Federalism,
Democratization, and
the Rule of law in Russia

As Oliver Wendell Holmes
observed, "[t]he interpretation
of constitutional principles must
not be too literal. We must
remember that the machinery of
government would not work if
it were not allowed a little play
in its joints." Russian federal
governance, to put it mildly,
does not suffer from arthritis.
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What is the relationship between
federalism, democracy and the rule of
law? It has frequently been asserted,
first, that federal government is
possible in a non-democratic regime,
and second, that thi's holds true even
when fundamental legal principles are
absent. The Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics is cited as the classic
example of such a state structure.
I dispute the validity of these
theoretical and empirical assertions.
Like a Potemkin village - the fabled
sham settlements built by the Empress
Catherine's favorite minister to deceive
foreigners touring her conquered lands
- the Soviet Union was a federal
facade that hardly masked the most
centralized state in modem history.
This facade has had tremendous
repercussions for the subject of this
book: the development of post-Soviet
Russian federalism. Unlike Potemkin's
false fronts, so quickly dismantled
once his paramour had passed by with
her court, the institutional and
conceptual architecture of Soviet
"federalism" was not so easily
deconstructed following the collapse of
the Soviet monolith. The keystone
republic of the Soviet Union and its
acknowledged successor - the
Russian Soviet Federated Socialist
Republic (RSFSR) - was itself a
multinational state partially comprised
of a score of so-called "Autonomous
Soviet Socialist Republics" (ASSRs).
When the Soviet Union collapsed, the
RSFSR retained the fundamentals of
the old Soviet superstructure, building
the new Russian Federation upon its
crumbling foundations . The magnitude
of such an undertaking is difficult to
conceive: a new state was built almost
overnight in both the real and
ideological rubble of the ancien regime.
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This book is a study of Russian (i.e.
Rossiishii) federalism, on its own terms and
in comparative perspective with other
federal systems. What is this "new" Russian
federalism? How have its institutions, old
and new, influenced the development of
Russia's new state system, its attempts at
democracy, and the development of the
rule of law? What effect has the division of
federal and regional political agendas had
on Russia's beleaguered transition from
authoritarianism? ls Russia what its
constitution, in its very first words,
purports it to be: a democratic, federal,
rule-of-law state?
This book relates to several debates in
political science and law. In a departure
from the classic exposition of federal
theory by William Riker, I dispute the
assertion that federalism is possible in an
authoritarian environment. The immediate
implication of this approach is the rejection
of the surprisingly unchallenged view of
the Soviet Union as an authoritarian, yet
nevertheless federal, system of government.
The outward display of federal structures
was just a thin veneer that masked a highly
centralized state, one in which the
vanguard role of the profoundly antifederal Communist Party was enshrined at
the heart of its Potemkin constitution. Of
course, no serious scholar would dispute
the fact that the Soviet Union was an
authoritarian (and, at times, terrifyingly
totalitarian) state. However, although few
took the claim to be a "people's
democracy" at face value, the Soviet
assertion to have adopted a federal system
of government was rarely the subject of
critical study.
The nature of federal systems places
special emphasis on written compacts,
formal structures, and institutional
arrangements. This book combines a range
of methodologies - most obviously those
of comparative politics, federal theory, law,
and post-Soviet area studies - but orients
itself primarily within a legal-constitutional,
institutionalist approach. That is, it seeks to
combine the structuralist and legalist
emphases of the "old institutionalism" with
an awareness of the influence of both
individual and institutional actors, the
changeable nature of formal and informal

political "rules of the game," and the
interplay between state and society that are
all hallmarks of the "new institutionalism."
Comparative questions of federalism
have long fascinated both political
scientists and legal scholars. Amazingly,
however, these two disciplines have each
developed extensive scholarly literatures on
the subject that scarcely acknowledge one
another. The "greats" do not engage in
cross-disciplinary discussion, as even a
cursory glance at the bibliographies of
specialists in either field will confirm. In
fact, within disciplines, the harshest
criticism seems to involve insinuations that
a scholar is over-employing the
methodology of the other discipline. The
result has been a terrible loss for both areas
of scholarship.
One of the major goals of this book is,
where appropriate, to bridge that gap,
bringing together the insights of
comparative law and comparative politics.
American legal thinking (understandably)
has focused on the specific constitutional
problems uniquely experienced in the
American experiment with federal
government. Nevertheless, the insights
developed in this field on the theoretical
and philosophical nature of federalism put
forward in treatises, law reviews, and
opinions of the federal circuit courts and
U.S. Supreme Court are of tremendous
value to comparative political scientists
interested in all federal systems. Perhaps
counter-intuitively, area-studies specialists
on Russia and the post-Communist states
of Eastern Europe can also benefit from
this scholarship - not to mimic the
American approach (a very dangerous
illusion), but to adopt and adapt a rich
learning experience of how to combine the
rule of law with federal democracy.
The British legal scholar Lord Dicey
noted that citizens in a federation become a
"nation of constitutionalists." Post-Soviet
legal scholars, at the command of newly
elected (but rarely new) political elites,
drafted the institutions and structures of a
new legal order at a furious rate of speed.
As another British legal scholar, Professor
Bernard Rudden, explained: "During the
last years of its life the Soviet Union turned
to law like a dying monarch to his
withered God ... with the fervor of one
who sees in legislation the path to

paradise." Although this speed was not
always conducive to exemplary legal
draftsmanship, the phenomenon provided
a bounty of new political and legal
documents to study. Declarations of
sovereignty, constitutions, bilateral treaties,
and judicial opinions are the core of
primary sources around which this book is
structured. These documents provide a
rich opportunity to compare the
underlying principles of this federation
with the foundations of other federal
systems, as well as to examine the success
of the Russian Federation in meeting its
own officially documented aspirations.
Hardly any of these documents are
available in English translation. Many of
them have not even been compiled in
Russian collections. Extensive use has been
made by the author of the embassy-like
"permanent representations" (postoiannye
predstavitel'stva) that republics operate in
Moscow. In addition, extended stays in
many of the republics have provided access
to official and unofficial periodicals and in
some cases to the stenographic records of
republican parliaments. (In two republics,
legislative sessions were observed in
action.)
As important as official documents
certainly are, their formal prose may
nevertheless conceal how institutions
function in practice. As Oliver Wendell
Holmes observed, "[t]he interpretation of
constitutional principles must not be too
literal. We must remember that the
machinery of government would not work
if it were not allowed a little play in its
joints." Russian federal governance, to put
it mildly, does not suffer from arthritis.
Interviews with federal and republican
officials, opposition politicians, judges,
lawyers, legal academics, and other
political actors have been used to augment
written primary sources. In two cases, the
presidents of republics were interviewed
(Mintimer Shaimiev of the Republic of
Tatarstan, and Kirsan llumzhinov of the
Republic of Kalmykia). Interviews were
conducted between June 1995 and
December 1998 over the course of five
research trips to the far compass points of
the Russian Federation.
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